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Abstract 
Risk dimensioning represents a large desideratum for investors in the financial markets. As a research element in the 
financial market, the risk represents a countable certainty due to the technical analysis instruments. In the paper, we came 
with elements more specific to technical analysis, presenting in the first chapter different theoretical approaches about the 
technical analysis as well as the role occupied in risk prevention. All the same, based on real data extracted from two on-
line transaction platforms, we studied a case concerning existent instruments for forecasting the exchange course trend in 
the Forex market, accomplishing a real transaction. The conclusions were based on specific analytical procedures and on 
the authors’ transaction experience. 
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1. Introduction 
The investment activities on the financial markets may sometimes be risky, but all the same, they may bring 
substantial amounts of money to those who decide to make them. With all these, the investment activity on the 
financial market, under any form of manifestation, is made, by most investors under the guidance of more 
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precise rules and concrete elements.  Risk dimensioning represents a technical analysis key point, pursuing just 
to ensure a security climate for investors on the capital market. The risk represents a constant and permanent 
element in the investment activity, but researches about its diminishing have evolved a great deal.  
The objective of this study is that of presenting the role technical analysis plays in risk prevention on a 
currency market. Because the currency transaction activity is particularly risky, technical analysis is used as an 
objective component forecasting future fluctuations. The case study for this article was realized by using real 
data, provided by two different transaction platforms, and the used research methods are documentation, the 
comparison procedure and technical analysis. 
2. Aspects Concerning Technical Analysis 
Technical analysis especially deals with market fluctuations (price and volume changes) using information 
previously obtained from personal researches. Attention to the graphic study of the price behavior is mainly 
targeted, only that we speak about a currency, an index or an action, with the means of being able to forecast 
their future evolution. 
The technical analysis may be regarded as being the process of studying the history of the financial 
instruments course, in an effort to determine probable future courses. Technicians, specialists in technical 
analysis, start from the idea that prices and volumes of transacted financial instruments reflect all information 
influencing demands and offers for those particular instruments. Thus, by examining prices and transacted 
volumes, previsions about the sense and volume of the future evolution of market prices in the case of the 
analyzed instruments may be realized. In technical analysis there may be considered that price fluctuations 
reflect both rational and emotional factors and that price movements determined by any factor category persist 
for a longer period of time being able to be detected (Maria Priscariu et. al., 2008, p. 203). 
Technical analysis is built on three important principles (Easy Forex TM Platform, p. 30): 
x The market movement reflects all factors – this means that the current price reflects all known factors, 
which might influence the movement of the market; still, pure technical analysis takes into consideration 
price movement and not its reason. 
x The price moves in trends – technical analysis is used in order to find that general long-term tendency, 
which might be considered significant for the direction of a financial instrument. For each recognized 
pattern, there is a certain probability to produce expected results. 
x History repeats – on long periods, the technical analysis phenomena repeat and thus, a thing that worked in 
the past should work in the future as well. 
Technical analysis may provide information about the future price change by using former information on 
which a series of indicators might be applied. These indicators, as for example simple mobile or oscillating 
environments, may facilitate the taking of some correct decisions in order to initiate the opening of a position 
on the market in a certain sense. 
‘Futures’ contracts are one of the riskiest financial instruments, therefore diminishing the risk through 
different analysis patterns and through different capital management procedures, is  very important for any 
trader wishing to be successful or have a profit in this field. Information provided by technical analysis may be 
the basis of a transaction strategy based on course fluctuations, and thus, if this information can help us observe 
a certain trend or a correction of price that might correspond to reality in the market, then assumed risks reduce 
as well. 
The most simple but also some of the most important information provided by fundamental analysis is based 
on the establishment of resistance and support levels or of psychological thresholds. Most transactions are done 
at the level of these “thresholds”, the traders entering or eliminating a certain position when the price 
approaches these levels. 
The most used strategy based on technical analysis is the transaction based on signals. Thus, based on the 
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graphic, certain indicators are traced, which might offer information about the change in price, if that particular 
trend continues, if a certain correction cannot lead to a trend reverse, about the “feelings” of the players on the 
market. Technical analysis as well as the other instruments used in order to be able to forecast the currency 
movement, only offer a certain degree of certainty, a certain possibility that fluctuations will go in the sense 
forecasted by the analysis and not a certainty of accomplishing this fact. In any transaction there may occur 
risks, no matter the type of analysis used. 
Through the new type of platforms which allow on-line transactions, the risk might be reduced through limit 
order placement (STOP LOSS or TAKE PROFIT), or conditioned orders (IF…THEN…OCO), by which 
hardly ever a certain set of pre-established conditions are fulfilled, the opening or closing of positions is 
executed. The difference between a successful transaction and an unsuccessful one are elements that might be 
conditioned a great deal by these limit orders. The volume of lots used in a transaction is very important as 
well. If we risk over 70% of the account value on a single position, we should be very certain of the forecasted 
route in our analysis, otherwise we will not have resources in our account for other transactions. 
Nevertheless, it is very important not only to have profit but also to give a great attention to the way we save 
our financial resources. This is exemplified in the following table: 
Fig. 1. Transaction balance 
We may observe from this example that after only 20 failed transactions with a loss of 33%  from the initial 
amount, practically, in order to be able to recover the loss, almost 50% must be gained, because the possible 
volume of transacted lots decreases. Usually, in order to form a most clear opinion about the price movement, 
we have to resort to the fundamental analysis and it is not a custom to focus only on an analysis type but on a 
combination of these analyses with other procedures and strategies specific to each trader. 
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3. Case Study: The Application of Technical Analysis in a Transaction on the Forex Market.
In the following example, we will present a way of taking decisions based on technical analysis, using two
transaction platforms (investing.com and trading212.com). The strategy we used is a strategy based on 
transaction orders. 
Fig. 2. Eur/Usd Graph, 1H, at the date of 19.04.2013 
We took the Eur/Usd course in 19.04.2013 using a graphic set on 60 minutes and we used four types of 
indicators in our analysis (Marcelin Tudor, pp. 45-54): 
x Relative Strength Index (RSI) – this indicator, conceived by J. Welles Wilder, is one of the most used by
technical analysts worldwide. First, it has the advantage of taking values on a scale from 0 to 100, no matter
the analyzed action. Second, it is an indicator whose price differences indicate in advance a course return.
x Moving Averages Convergence Divergence (MACD) It is an indicator conceived by Gerald Appel as the
relation between two exponential mobile environments in order to generate in-out signals. More precisely, it
is calculated as the difference between the mobile exponential average of 12 days and the one of 26 days.
For generating signals, a signal line is also calculated as the exponential average of MACD for 9 days. The
stronger a trend is, the bigger the difference between MACD and Signal and the reverse.
x Bollinger Bands (BB) – this indicator, developed by John Bollinger generally uses 3 lines: a mobile average
(simple in most cases) and 2 lines, calculated as standard deviations in contrast to this mobile average. The
last two lines are also named Bollinger bands or bands and measure market volatility.
x The Fibonacci sequence - „it is a principle based on an infinite number sequence, discovered in the XIII
century by the Italian mathematician Leonardo Fibonacci. The Fibonacci sequence consists of the following:
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two numbers are taken, for example 1and 2, and then these numbers are added between them in order to get 
the third number of the sequence. In technical analysis, the Fibonacci  sequence is created by taking two 
extreme  points (usually a peak and a valley) on a graph and dividing the vertical distance to the Fibonacci 
key- ratios, which are 23.6%, 38.2%, 50%, 61.8% and 10%. Once these areas identified, the horizontal lines 
are drawn and used in order to identify possible support and resistance levels. According to the trader’s 
opinion using this method, the significant price movements tend to decrease or return to the levels in the 
Fibonacci sequence” (http://www.trading212.com/ro/Analiza-Tehnic%C4%83/5/#heading). 
If we analyze the former graph we may observe a considerable course decrease from the 1.3200 level to 
1.2999, but the course, not being able to continue its decreasing trend and the price under the psychological 
threshold of 1.3000, it gives signs of revigoration. 
From the date of 17.04.2013 until 19.04.2013, the course follows an increasing trend, recovering a part from 
the initial loss. If we follow the indicators, we observe that RSI is at the level of 51 points, MCAD is positive, 
and the price seems to be formed up to the level of almost 50%, according to Fibonacci. 
If we take into consideration that the variation is low enough, in contrast to the pretty abrupt decrease, we 
may speculate that the price finds itself in a correction opposed to the former trend and if it did not overcome 
the 60% Fibonacci level under a high volume, it will continue the decreasing trend.  
Therefore, we may put an OCO order through which we should be able to open a buying position or a 
selling position depending on the level on which the price is selected. Namely, we may select a certain level 
from which to open a certain position. Based on this analysis, we consider that the price will decrease during 
the following days, but in order to take security measures we may select the OCO order. This allows us to 
establish a growth level so that when the price breaks the Fibonacci level of 60%, we will be able to speculate 
and open a buying position; if it changes direction we should select a level for opening a selling position. Thus, 
we select as price level for a buying position at the level of 1.3133, which is over the Fibonacci level of 
60%and for selling at the level of 1.3030, which is under the support level, in the case that the price will follow 
a decreasing trend (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. OCO Order 
We place the order and we expect that the market follows its trend.  In Fig. 4., that follows, we may observe 
the currency evolution: 
Fig. 4. EUR/USD Graph, on 24.04.2013 
As it may be observed from the graph, the trend did not manage to break the resistance level from 1.3080, 
following the former observing decreasing trend. At the level of 1.3030, the order is executed and thus we have 
a selling position open on this currency, the other buying order is cancelled based on the first executed order. 
We may also put some limit orders for protecting the account from an unexpected movement. Therefore, we 
will limit the loss through a  Stop Loss order at the level of 1.3066 because at the level of 1.3060 we have a 
resistance threshold and in order to take the profit, we have a Take Profit order  at the level of 1.2985 because 
at the level of 1.2980 we have a support threshold. 
The course follows the decreasing trend touching on a minimum of 1.2960. At the selected level, the order 
for taking profit is executed obtaining thus 1.3030- 1.2985=45 pips. A pip is calculated according to the 
following formula: from the established price at the opening of the position, we subtract the price established 
when closing this position. Having in mind that every pips brings us a profit or a potential loss of 3,5 lei we get 
a profit of 3,5X45=157 lei calculated for 10 lots ( 1 lot=1000 euro), given the condition that we leave the limit 
order be executed. We have the possibility to cancel the limit order if we observe the course following a strong 
trend in the wanted direction and leave the course free. If we follow this option we may observe the major 
course decrease down to the level of 1.2960, where we might potentially gain 1.3030-1.2960=70 pips, 
3,5X70=245.  
Given this, we should be very attentive to the course variations and be present on the market. Thus, in case 
that we cannot be present all the time in front of the platform and observe the course variations then it is better 
to use the limit orders, because it is better to obtain a smaller profit than have a loss. ‘As it may be observed on 
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the former graph, the course, after touching the minimum of the day, does not manage to continue its trend and 
has a correction. If we are not attentive, we may risk the loss of an important amount from the profit or even the 
entire profit especially that corrections take place in second fractions or minutes. For diminishing this risk, we 
consider that it is preferable to use the initial plan with limit orders and only when the market gives clear signs 
or when we are very sure that a certain trend will follow, should we change this plan. 
4. Conclusions 
In what the risk dimensioning is concerned, many researches in the field of financial market are made. The 
key to some profitable investment, as we could observe from the case study is represented by the used specific 
financial technique, meant to support and protect the accomplished investment through certain personal 
elements.   
In the paper, we could observe the Euro-Dollar currency exchange, on the Forex market, using two specific 
on-line investment platforms. In our case, the forecasted trends developed according to formulated previsions, 
but not always can we consider that forecasts will be correct, as a consequence, having instruments of limiting 
risks, presented in the paper. The usefulness of risk dimensioning and consequently acting represents the key to 
loss limitation in the field of financial markets. So that the technical analysis provided data in order to offer as 
real an image, it is necessary to identify specific formations, possible trends, resistance and support levels, etc. 
correctly. Technical analysis is one of the most used forecasting instruments of currency fluctuations; the data 
interpretation and the application of a practicable strategy belong to the trader and that is why we consider that 
our paper may represent a starting point for the practical study of financial markets. 
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